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Please note:
1. Spanish students are required to use a microphone for interaction and speaking practice in their weekly live
sessions. Many laptop computers come with built-in microphones. If your student needs to purchase an
external microphone, there are many affordable options. The Academy suggests the following, but other
models are completely acceptable as well.
•
•

Microsoft LifeChat LX-3000 Headset with noise-cancelling microphone
Microsoft LifeCam HD-3000 Webcam with built-in microphone—students can activate the
microphone without using the camera function.

2. Books and materials requirements are subject to change at the discretion of the instructors.
3. A book synopsis can be found on the following page of this PDF.
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You can order course materials for competitive prices through our HSLDA Online Academy bookstore. Use the
Textbook Finder to locate the required resources for your courses. Please note that while most books are available
through the bookstore, some titles are not carried and will need to be purchased elsewhere.
For more information
If you would like more information about ordering books for your courses, please contact us at
540-338-8290 (Monday–Friday; 9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. EST), or send an email to academy@hslda.org.

DK First Picture Dictionary: Spanish
Synopsis: This vocabulary resource is an excellent supplement to the textbook and other materials used in the
course. It features colorful, engaging illustrations that are labeled bilingually so students can readily identify and
associate new words.
Reasons for use: This dictionary provides students a wealth of practical vocabulary organized by topic, such as
Kitchen and Sports.

Spanish With a Mission: For Ministry, Witnessing, and Mission Trips
Synopsis: Mirna Deborah Balyeat's Spanish With a Mission is a Christ-centered introduction to the Spanish
language. It includes vocabulary for medicine, occupations, missions, and everyday life. It also contains Bible verses
and well-known worship songs in Spanish. This text not only prepares students to communicate in Spanish, but
also prepares them to tell others about the gospel in Spanish.
Reasons for use: This textbook teaches Spanish from an unapologetically Christian worldview and emphasizes the
important uses of language and communication relevant to the Great Commission.
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